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Anticipation for Perimeter Protection 2023




90% of space booked already
Rich programme
Collaboration with Nuremberg Security Conference confirmed

Anticipation is already strong for the next Perimeter Protection,
scheduled for 17-19 January 2023. In 2022 the decision was taken, on
account of the pandemic, and in close consultation with exhibitors and
partner entities Gütegemeinschaft Metallzauntechnik (Metal Fence
Technology Association), Verband für Sicherheitstechnik (German
Association for Security Technology, VfS) and UAV DACH (Germanspeaking Association for Unmanned Aircraft), to defer Perimeter
Protection for a year.
Plans are now in full swing for the event in January 2023, and 90 percent
of the exhibition area is already booked.
“The mood in the sector is excellent,” says Hanna Schneider, Manager
Perimeter Protection at NürnbergMesse. “Everyone is looking forward to
Perimeter Protection in January 2023. It’s a pity we had to postpone the
exhibition in 2022, but the anticipation and the focus on next January are so
much greater now. We’re right in the middle of the planning process and are
busy arranging the last stand areas. Currently we have almost 130 exhibitors,
with a strong international contingent. In addition, nine exhibitors have
already registered for the special U.T.SEC exhibition area.”
Trade visitors can look forward to an event that reflects the entire range of
products and services for mechanical, electric and electronic security
solutions. Rounding out the exhibition is the integration of the U.T.SEC
platform, which focuses on the technical, legal and practical opportunities
available for the use of drones and other unmanned technologies, and for
defence against such systems.

Expert forum with high-calibre presentations
Perimeter Protection 2023 will once again offer an accompanying Trade
Forum with high-calibre speakers, presenting practical solutions and offering
participants plenty of opportunities for professional knowledge-sharing and
discussions with experts for the three days of the event.
The themes of perimeter protection, fencing and building security and
unmanned technologies are a firm part of the programme, which is being
organized in partnership with the VfS (German Association for Security
Technology), UAV DACH (German-speaking Association for Unmanned
Aircraft) and CURPAS (Civil Use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems). The
presentations will focus on innovative approaches and novel solutions, and
will tackle topics of current interest. The Trade Forum will also offer
businesses and institutions an opportunity to present their subject-area
expertise and products and services to the exhibition and lecture visitors.
The following forum highlights have already been confirmed:
 The smart gate as part of your security concept
 The latest on the standards for doors and gates; status and outlook
 Drones: Improve your security concept with dynamic systems
 Drone detection: Key outcomes from a field test
Because Perimeter Protection will move to the new Halls 1 and 2 in 2023,
the supporting programme will also relocate to NCC Mitte.
For more information on the supporting programme, see the summary here:
perimeter-protection.d/specialist-forum
Collaboration once again with Nuremberg Security Conference
Perimeter Protection in 2023 will once again include collaboration with the
Nuremberg Security Conference. This event, organized by the private
security industry, is aimed at business operators and all others with an
interest in the theme of security who would like to achieve something either
privately or for the industry as a whole. Numerous presentations will cover
security topics of current interest. A number of interesting exhibitors from the
security sector will round out the event.
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Perimeter Protection on social media
If you want to stay up to date before, during and after the trade fair and
network with the NürnbergMesse team you’ll find the event on social media:
#perimeterprotection
#perimeterprotectionexhibition
LinkedIn
XING
Contact for press and media
Lena Vogl, Ruth Cuya
T +49 9 11 86 06-88 75
press-perimeter-protection@nuernbergmesse.de

For all press releases, further information, photos and videos, see the
Newsroom at: www.perimeter-protection.de/en/news
Further services for journalists and media contacts:
www.perimeter-protection.de/press
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